The regular meeting of the Town Assembly of the Village of
Anakie was held on March 21, 1971 with William
Press, chairman, presiding.

After the minutes were declared present, the minutes of
the previous meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Hemsworth presented the annual report of the
Commissioner of Education. A copy of the report is on file
in the register office. The outstanding
amount was not very high.

Mr. Hemsworth reported that the amendment to
the charter to permit 18-year-olds to vote,
which had already passed in the House of Assembly,
was now in the Senate. There is no doubt that it will pass
and voting age will be lowered to 18.

Cable zone agreements were signed to install
and operate cable stations if they are granted charters for the
area. A station will be built by the
cable company. The cable will be strung on
existing telephone poles.

The press asked that a motion be made
to suspend the rules of order in order to
consider an amendment to the

election committee's order in the

evening. A motion was made and passed
to suspend the rules of order.

Nominations were opened from the floor. A
motion was made and passed to close the nominations.

A motion was made and passed that the
Ordinary Committee Chairman, Adam Johnson, and Chairman of
the Town Assembly, William Press, be declared the
Chairman and Secretary of the Town Assembly.

Mr. Johnson and Mr. Press were elected by unanimous vote. The
Secretary was instructed to cast all balloting.
Assessor report made by Michael Carter. Two open meetings on May 25 and June 1. He urged that all residents attend these meetings because the increasing value of land has made the Assessor job very critical, and their decisions will affect everyone. Assessors by law must collect as much as possible the full rental value of the land.

Budget Committee: No report.

Cure Committee: Weldon Vanderma reported the roads are in need of drastic repairs. The committee will need a lot of money to accomplish this. Improved equipment has been ordered and will be installed within the next few weeks. The state will pay one-third of the cost up to $500 of this equipment. A spring clean-up of unburnable rubbish must be collected by trash men which will be made on May 5.

Letters were sent to some residents whose garbage disposal was creating unseemly conditions.

The Cosmos Club sent a letter to Mr. Leonman outlining suggestions for project the club feels they should do to help maintain the green area. This letter was referred to the Cure Committee. The club has received a letter accepting some of the project, but the committee is planning to meet with the club soon to discuss the other suggestions.

The Cosmos Club on their own initiated some clean-up along the edges of the road. The committee is pleased with the help they are giving here.

Mrs. Shedd requested suggestions go to them to control dog problems. The Grange members should be called on. The question of what can be done about the barn that should be destroyed under new business. No action taken by the Cure Committee on suggests.
Community Planning Committee report presented by Frank A. Littauing. The Hooven's Creek drainage project has been called off for now. The rebuilding of the bridge over March River shall still go forward. The department plans. A motion to proceed rebuilding the bridge will be made under new business.

Community Planning sponsored a meeting handout on conservation measures to reduce flood damages. The meeting turned out at the meeting, suggestions for dealing with floods in plant destruction. Key points were condensed into a set of recommendations to be discussed under new business.

Advisor Committee: Aaron Habinger said the various committee reports will cover the Hooven's drainage at Advisor Committee meeting.


This committee reported that a program involving police protection forgor has been established with the State police. County Executive William D. Conner, Ed. Turman, Wallace Pope, and Ed. Hullstrom met many meetings and finally worked on a report approved by Fred W. Veitch the secretary of the Department of Public Safety. Aiden Babblford was designated as a separate patrol area in an area of patrol with a police unit, 24 hours a day, with intensive coverage at key times in key places. The service is free to the town on a 6-month trial basis. If not satisfied, the option is reserved to dismiss the County Constable. Lt. Little is in charge of the umpired men in the area. The street lights will be installed as soon as the funds allow.

A motion was made and passed to send a letter of appreciation to William Conner and Jumone Petersen for their.
Efforts to help us get police coverage for Ander
some of the residents felt that police have been
now zealous especially our housing problem
with young people.

The situation was made and withdrawn that Ander take
steps to bring about a friendly discussion between
the state police and residents at a special meeting
after discussions it was felt such a meeting is not
necessary at present time and it may delay the
support being established between the Safety Committee
and the State Police. Robert Jacobsen one of leaders
with the Cosmos Club feels we must give the
police ample time to help in solve the problem.
Other problems with police should be taken up
with the Mayor and not with the police directly.

The motion the Safety Committee report was received
as read.

A special committee to study and recommend
to the Town Assembly improvements to Nanny
Road which will correct the dangerous
condition while causing the least destruction
to the community was appointed by William Press.
The Committee is: Thomas Taggart Chairman,
Jane Angley, Irene O’Connor, Anthony Godlewski,
Laurie Behnke, Jane Angley as Secretary.
The committee had study the road on a
field trip and are working on specific problems.
A further report will be made at next Town
Assembly.

Report from the Committee on Assistance Programs
for Community Development.

They discussed what specific community
problems could be helped by the use of this
committee. A memo is being sent to
standing committees requesting that their opinion
be heard.
problem he identified.

Anden Reservoir Committee:

Under the progress Anden Club is becoming more responsive to community needs. Plans are being made to make the farm the best ever.

Under legislation, a proposed State Housing Code is being studied. The committee is studying that code.

The Registration Committee reported the following:

Auditing Committee: Henry Hanstein, Carl Van Breele, William Bandless

Budget Committee: Woodrow Vanderveer, Henry Cough, Frank Herzog, Andrea Pereswala, serving for one year

Civic Committee: Warren Hoffman, John Colgan, Ken Davis

Community Planning: Frank Akinowozy, Cy Sherman, Ethel Martin

Registration Committee: Doni Davis, Carolyn Sherman, Mary Kummer

Safety Committee: Shaud Akele, Martin Scary, Angela Caruso.

Frank Akinowozy made a motion that was seconded that it is the understanding of the Town Assembly that the March Road Bridge at the Rosman's Creek is in good condition and can serve the traffic and quality for the flood water as rapidly as the source permits and does not require rebuilding. Therefore, they hereby declare that the rebuilding of the bridge is a waste of public funds which will produce unnecessary disturbance to an erosion of the creek banks in the area.
It was felt by most of the people present
that the building of the bridge is a social
issue and that we should concentrate
on trying to arrest the drastic change
in Naaman Creek by proposed drainage
construction. The motion was withdrawn
by the mover and seconded.

A comprehensive report on Conservation
measures for Denudation Flows in
Naaman Creek was presented by the
Community Planning Committee
which resulted in a letter to the
executing Thurston County drainage
policy.

A motion was made and passed that
the Assembly hereby concur in the
preservation of the existing Naaman
 Creek and for the conservation of soil, water,
plant and aquatic life and Naaman Creek
and hereby adopted the attached recommenda-
tion by the Community Planning Committee
concerning flooding of Naaman Creek
herein. It directs these recommendations
directly to the New Castle County
Council and the Department of Public
Works. Straight County Drainage
plan to conform with these recommendations.

A copy of the suggested change is attached
for the minutes.
Charlotte Sheed proposed a new ordinance as follows:

No resident or lessee of the shall deposit or maintain any material accumulation of durable or combustible trash where said trash is clearly visible and accessible from public road, path, or greens area. It interferes with the orderly maintenance of the property of other residents or where it相邻 and proximity of the property of other residents causes them annoyance and distress or where its location is an open invitation to vandalism and danger through arson.

If such an objectionable accumulation of trash exists on resident's property, he shall be notified by the trustees that he is in violation of the ordinance and he is required to remove the trash immediately or the fined $5.00 per week, as long as the offending condition exists.

A motion was made and passed that the Advisory Committee prepare a new ordinance to be presented at the Town Council meeting incorporating the above suggestions.

A motion was made that a letter of sympathy be sent to the family of Rosalie Wilson.
A motion was made and passed that it is the consensus of the meeting that we should uphold the rights of individuals. We realize human rights should be considered above the rights of property. We recognize that if one individual is threatened, the Town is threatened.

A motion was made and passed that the Safety Committee go on record that Jane Kletow be thanked for her work on the Committee. The Town Council concurred with the recognition of her service on the committee.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Respectfully submitted

Mary Maly
Secretary